
 

Case: Holistic education within general basic education 

Customer survey for a local supermarket 

Holistic education is an approach towards developing educational courses and programmes whereby 

teaching is built up around complete wholes that are meaningful for students. This case may serve as 

inspiration when planning a holistic course within general basic education (AGU). 

 

A partnership with a supermarket 

The course is developed in partnership with the FGU 

institution’s local supermarket. The store and the 

institution establish a partnership whereby the store 

continuously proposes tasks which the school can 

then use as part of the students’ practice-based 

education.  

The teaching team consists of three teachers from 

the general subjects Danish, Mathematics and PASE 

(Personal Finance, Workplace, Society and Business 

Studies). 

 

The supermarket’s wishes for the project 

The supermarket wants to ensure that they have the 

right opening hours for their customers as the store 

has recently experienced an increased demand for 

later opening times.  

The supermarket would, therefore, like help 

conducting a customer survey in order to discover 

what opening hours their customers would like so 

that they can use this information to help decide 

what the new opening hours should be. 

Teacher planning of the course 

At the first team meeting, teachers in the team will 

decide whether or not they want to work with the 

supermarket’s task. They will assess whether or not 

the task offers the opportunity to work towards 

different vocational and academic objectives from 

the three subjects and at different levels that suit 

different student abilities and goals in their course 

plans. In making their decision, teachers will attach 

importance to whether or not the task may allow for 

an interesting holistic course for the students in 

which the students can participate actively and take 

ownership of the task.  

Teachers then use the visual scaffolding to plan the 

course. They entitle the course "Customer Survey for 

a Supermarket" and decide that the course will run 

for two to three weeks alongside elective subjects.  

 

 

Visual scaffolding for course planning 



 

Vocational and academic objectives and 

overview 

The teachers then select vocational and academic 

objectives from the curricula that the course will 

cover. The objectives are written presentation and 

oral reasoning in Danish, rules of arithmetic and 

percentage calculations in mathematics. For PASE, 

the academic goals are accepting, planning and 

executing a task, establishing business relationships 

and personal presentation.  

The teachers then draw up an overview of the most 

important activities. The course will begin with a 

meeting with the store. It will end with the students 

presenting the results of their survey to the store 

manager in the supermarket either in the form of a 

poster or as a PowerPoint presentation. The 

students’ documentation of the course shall include, 

among other things, an image of their poster, results 

from interviews/questionnaires and the most 

important mathematic calculations of percentages, 

etc. 

 

Starting up 

The course will begin with the students visiting the 

supermarket. The store manager will explain to the 

students why they are interested in performing this 

customer survey. The students will ask how the store 

manager wants the results to be presented. 

After the visit, the teachers will divide the students 

into groups and get them to work together to plan 

and carry out the survey on behalf of the 

supermarket. Some groups will develop a 

questionnaire while others will conduct interviews 

with customers. 

Execution 

Throughout the course, students work with the 

customer survey (the whole) with the help of aids 

and the academic content from the three subjects 

(the parts). Some lessons begin with the teacher 

giving an academic presentation to the class. Most 

of the time is dedicated to independent work on the 

project, with the teachers giving academic 

instruction and guidance along the way and in 

accordance with student needs.  

Students work on tasks of varying difficulty levels 

that are suited to their levels within Danish and 

Mathematics. For example, students at D level might 

develop the questionnaires and prepare statistics, 

while students at G and E level help to make posters 

for use in customer interviews and to print 

questionnaires. 

The teaching team will hold a meeting under way at 

which they will adapt the course and discuss what 

content from the various subject curricula they 

should use to help the students.  

Once the students have collected their data, they 

must then analyse it. The groups that have been 

working on the questionnaires will compile statistics 

while those who have been conducting interviews 

will analyse the results, select quotes and draw 

conclusions. The groups will also make posters or 

PowerPoint presentations which students at the G 

and E level will contribute towards in particular. 

 

Conclusion 

The holistic course will conclude with students 

presenting the results from the customer survey to 

the store manager. The store manager will give 

feedback after each group presentation. Students 

will take pictures of their posters and they will print 

their presentations and calculations as 

documentation that they can use in their tests and 

assessments. 

The teachers will then evaluate the course together 

with the students. The students will analyse their 

group results, input and experience of the course. 

Finally, the teaching team will evaluate the holistic 

course and discuss what they can learn from it in 

relation to future courses.  

Time and organisation 

The teachers have three meetings lasting an hour and 

a half in connection with the course:  

- A planning meeting in advance of the course 

- A coordination meeting underway 

- An evaluation meeting at the end where the 

teachers pick up on what has been learned from the 

course. 


